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Lin Mo faintly stared, and from the manager’s tone, he seemed to hear a hint of excitement. 

After the woman walked into the hotel, everyone’s eyes were drawn to her. 

There was no flaw to be found in her exquisite face. 

A tight leather outfit even showed off her delicate figure to the fullest. 

“Mr. Molin, won’t you invite me to have a seat?” 

Lan Dieyi pursed her lips and smiled. 

That youthful appearance was like that of a well-behaved sister next door. 

It was clear that the other party was the big sister of the Red Scorpions. 

However, such a gesture still made the males present gulp straight away. 

This was a combination of death and desire. 

But in the next second, they had hurriedly withdrew their gaze. 

The name of the snake beauty Lan Dieyi was not earned for nothing. 

Within the three districts, they were all tired of hearing of instances where their eyes had been gouged 

out because they had taken a few more glances at this serpentine beauty. 

“There are couches all over the place, do as you please!” 

Lin Mo raised his finger and pointed to the hall, full of care. 

And with such an attitude, he made Lan Dieyi a little surprised too. 

In the entire Third District, as long as they weren’t bent. 

Any male who saw her would not be able to help but look at her a few more times. 

Or lustful, or salivating. 

But this was the first time he had encountered such a clear and pure gaze like Maureen’s in front of him. 

Could it be that my charm is not working? 

Thinking of this, Lan Dieyi felt unconvinced. 

“Mr. Molin, people are listening to you and coming to the door to make amends.” 

“If you treat people like this, they are going to be sad.” 

The delicate tones of her voice made the bones of the males in the room tingle. 



If it wasn’t for Lan Dieyi’s status. 

If it wasn’t for Lan Dieyi’s status, someone would have rushed up and held her down. 

Only Lan Dieyi’s four bodyguards behind her knew. 

There were 800, if not a thousand, people who had died because of this haunting voice. 

Lan Dieyi looked at Lin Mo once again after she finished speaking. 

However, this time she was still disappointed. 

Those calm and profound eyes did not change at all. 

“In that case, make your apologies over there.” 

“Then leave and don’t affect our business.” 

Lin Mo moved his eyes when he finished speaking. 

Did this woman have a major illness? 

The two sides were enemies, how could she make it seem like they were lovers. 

“You ……” 

Lan Dieyi’s words stalled, surprisingly not knowing what to say. 

Instead, the bodyguard behind her had a dark face and said in a deep voice. 

“Unbridled!” 

As soon as the words fell, a butterfly knife appeared in the bodyguard’s hand. 

The last person who dared to talk to Lan Dieyi like that, the gra*s in his grave was already three meters 

high! 

“Stand down!” 

The sudden and leg, caused the four bodyguards to flinch. 

This kid, did he have some special status? 

Lan Dieyi didn’t care about the gazes of a few people and turned towards Lin Mo and said. 

“Mr. Mo Lin, Dieyi is here this time, not only to make amends and apologise.” 

“There is also an important matter to discuss with you sir, I wonder if it’s convenient?” 

Eh? 

That attitude! 

This tone of voice! 

Something’s not right! 



As the big sister of the Red Scorpions, shouldn’t they just retaliate as soon as they come to the door? 

Was this still the snake scorpion beauty Lan Dieyi they used to know? 

Lin Mo also felt a little baffled. 

He was all set to kill the chicken with his hands. 

But with the other party having such an attitude, he was too embarra*sed to do so. 

“Uh ……” 

“Let’s go to the private room upstairs!” 

Lan Dieyi nodded obediently and followed Lin Mo. 

When the two of them disappeared, the downstairs immediately stirred up. 

“Wow, is our General Manager Mo so charming?” 

“This snake scorpion beauty actually has a feeling of being a little bird in front of General Mo.” 

“You’re crazy! If the Sea Wolf King hears you, ten of your lives won’t be enough to die,” 

With these words, the originally excited gossiping atmosphere instantly calmed down. 

Molin Mo’s Hotel. 

Before entering the box Lan Dieyi waved her hand. 

The four bodyguards behind her complied and scattered in four different directions. 

“Just say what’s up! I’m busy!” 
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It wasn’t that Lin Mo was making excuses. 

He was indeed busy! 

Busy making an example out of a chicken! 

Lan Dieyi rolled her eyes. 

This Mo Lin was probably not a bender! 

Thinking about Lin Mo’s attitude just now, Lan Dieyi was even more certain of this suspicion. 

“Mr. Molin, I would like to ask you a favor!” 

“Eh …… Mr. Molin, where are you going?” 

As soon as Lan Dieyi opened her mouth, Lin Mo directly stood up and turned around to leave. 

“Miss, I’m really busy!” 



“If you’re in trouble, find the Sea Wolf King behind you!” 

“I’m just a hotel owner, bye!” 

He was wasting his time here with a b*tch. 

His plan was to take over District 3 as soon as possible. 

Then use this as a base to unify Death Island. 

As his own power base. 

When Lan Dieyi saw that Lin Mo really wanted to leave, she didn’t dare to talk nonsense. 

“Mr. Molin, what if I said that the favour I want from you is to kill the Sea Wolf King!” 

At these words, Lin Mo directly stopped in his tracks. 

“Why me?” 

“The Sea Wolf King is the overlord of the three districts, and I’m just the owner of one hotel!” 

“Er, two!” 

“Besides, isn’t he your suitor and patron?” 

Lan Dieyi got up, her original disguised delicacy instantly dissipating. 

“Mr. Molin, do you think I would be talking to you about this if I wasn’t completely sure?” 

At these words, Lin Mo’s face instantly turned gloomy. 

“You’re investigating me?” 

As soon as the words fell, the entire atmosphere of the compartment also sank. 

Lan Dieyi only felt that the air around her had condensed and her breathing had started to become 

difficult. 

“Mo …… Mr. Molin!” 

“Give me a reasonable explanation or die!” 

Lin Mo’s gaze swept by, Lan Dieyi only felt like her soul was going to be hardened and jerked out of her 

body in general. 

Waiting for Lin Mo to take his seat. 

Lan Dieyi’s back was already soaked through and she was panting heavily. 

“Mr. Molin, don’t misunderstand!” 

“We Red Scorpions actually have a hidden branch, and that is intelligence gathering.” 

“For Mr Molin’s investigation, it was also an accident.” 



Lin Mo did not answer the question, but only spoke coldly. 

“Go on!” 

For secretly investigating himself, Lin Mo was extremely disgusted. 

If Lan Dieyi could not give a perfect reason. 

He did not suggest a hot hand to destroy the flower. 

“Mr. Molin, let me tell you a story!” 

“Once upon a time there was a happy family, and the family was harmonious.” 

“But because of a sailing trip, the family was abducted by the island.” 

“The young girl in the family watched her parents die horribly and she was also bought to the island of 

death.” 

Lan Dieyi spoke as tears continued to well up from her red eyes. 

“Later, the little girl was saved by an older man.” 

“Originally, the little girl was still grateful, but one day, the little girl found out that the uncle was the 

leader of that group of islands.” 

“Although the little girl had the intention to take revenge, but the chief was too strong ……” 

As she said this, clear claw marks had appeared on the table. 

That kind of hatred from the bottom of one’s heart would not lie. 

Lin Mo was clear that the little girl was the one in front of him, Lan Dieyi, who was known as the snake 

scorpion beauty. 

As for the older man, he must be the Sea Wolf King. 

Lan Dieyi finished speaking and knelt directly in front of Lin Mo. 

“Mr. Mo Lin, I know you’re powerful!” 

“The Sea Wolf King is going to marry me late next month.” 

“I’m running out of time, as long as Mr. Molin can avenge me, I can give everything.” 

As soon as the words left her mouth, Lan Dieyi directly unzipped her leather jacket. 

The flawless snow white appeared in the eye line at first glance. 

Lin Mo sighed slightly and quirked his cheek! 

“Get up, there’s no need for you to be like this!” 

“Did you send Schott?” 

Lan Dieyi froze, and then shook her head. 



“If it hadn’t been for him, I wouldn’t have come to the door so abruptly.” 

“Fine!” 

Lin Mo got up and walked out of the box. 

“Just give me the news of the Sea Wolf King!” 

It was all just killing the chicken anyway. 

The main door closed. 

Inside the box, Lan Dieyi was already even flowing! 
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Mo’s Hotel. 

Lin Mo walked down the stairs unharmed. 

The hotel staff immediately gathered around them. 

“Mr Mo, how is it? That snake scorpion woman didn’t give you a hard time, did she!” 

“General Mo, what did they Red Scorpion say?” 

“Is it that they want to hijack our hotel?” 

This was the only way they could think of for the Red Scorpions to retaliate. 

Lin Mo clapped his hands and didn’t explain too much. 

“Alright, let’s all go back to our respective posts.” 

“Don’t worry, I’ve already set things right with the Red Scorpion, so everyone work at ease.” 

Receiving this answer, the crowd couldn’t help but breathe a sigh of relief. 

The salary at Molin Hotel was extremely good, plus the boss was easy-going. 

Unless they had to, they would naturally want to stay and continue working. 

The crowd dispersed. 

After hesitating for a long time, the manager asked with a puzzled tone. 

“Mr Mo, are they really not going to pursue us?” 

“That’s not like what that snake woman did, is it?” 

“Oh? What should I do then?” 

With the kick of a high heel, Lan Dieyi appeared at the entrance of the stairs. 

“Uh ……” 



The manager exchanged a glance with it and sat straight down in fear. 

Talking badly about Big Sister Red Scorpion behind her back and being caught in the act. 

This will take off a layer of skin even if he doesn’t die! 

“Sister Lan, I …… didn’t mean you …….” 

The manager stumbled over his explanation, his tongue in a straight knot. 

Looking at Lin Mo, he shook his head straight. 

“Miss Lan, he’s just an office worker, there’s no point in scaring him.” 

“Send the information over early, I’m very busy!” 

“Okay!” 

Lan Dieyi nodded obediently and no longer made it difficult for the manager. 

Only when she pa*sed by Lin Mo, she suddenly stopped. 

“Mr. Mo Lin!” 

Lan Dieyi stood on her tiptoes and her red lips came up to Lin Mo’s ear. 

The charming perfume smell instantly filled Lin Mo’s nostrils. 

“Are you, by any chance, a homosexual?” 

He himself was a top existence in the entire Third District, regardless of his face or body. 

Yet this mysterious Molin was not even impressed. 

This was something that made her extremely unhappy! 

Lin Mo: “……” 

There was something wrong with this b*tch specified! 

“This has nothing to do with you!” 

“Also don’t forget about our hotel’s damage fee as well as the security guard’s work injury fee.” 

Lan Dieyi pursed her lips in response. 

With a lift of Bea’s finger, the attendant behind her immediately wired ten million maple coins into Mo’s 

hotel’s account. 

“I’ll do it as soon as possible, and send the stuff over.” 

“I’ll leave the rest to Mr. Mo Lin.” 

Lan Dieyi said with a beak. 

Originally, he had wanted to extend his finger to draw circles on Lin Mo’s chest. 



The hotel staff originally thought they had a good show to watch. 

However, Lin Mo dodged it directly with a retreat. 

“Fault!” 

“Miss Lan, since I promised you, I won’t miss my appointment!” 

“These little tricks, it’s better to forget about them.” 

Lan Dieyi’s complexion was embarra*sed when she saw her petty thoughts being poked. 

Originally, she had wanted to use this to lure Lin Mo’s heart and add a*surance to his revenge. 

Could it be that this man was a machine for Mude’s feelings? 

Or was he really a bender? 

With her doubts, Lan Dieyi finally left the place reluctantly. 

Just as she had not long walked out of the hotel. 

Not far away, a fat figure came up to her. 

“Miss Lan, I am Pete from the Clindo Hotel.” 

After introducing himself, Pete’s gaze suddenly lurched. 

Looking above those proud bosoms, he couldn’t help but gulp. 

At this moment, the attendant at the side also muttered a few words beside Lan Dieyi’s ear. 

“Mr. Piet, I heard that you and Maureen are not on good terms are you?” 

Hearing this delicate voice, the attendant knew that the dead fat man in front of him would not live 

long. 

Yet Pitt was unaware that his end was near, and continued to indulge in the sound of that tingling voice. 

“That’s right, that’s right, me and that Maureen boy ain’t dying …… er!” 

As soon as he was halfway through his sentence, a dagger was driven straight through the base of his 

neck. 

Another corpse in the sewers of District 3! 
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Lan Dieyi was very efficient. 

In the evening, a thick document appeared silently in Lin Mo’s room. 

And Lan Dieyi’s opponent let it be known that Molin Hotel would be looked after by the Red Scorpion 

from now on. 



Once this news spread, all kinds of speculations from the outside world continued. 

Some people say that the reason why Mo’s hotel is safe and sound is because the Tang family is behind 

it. 

Others speculated that Mo’s Hotel was already in the Red Scorpion’s pocket. 

Of course none of this had anything to do with Lin Mo, at this moment he was looking through the 

information of the Sea Wolf Temple. 

As one of the overlords of the three districts. 

This Sea Wolf King did have two tricks up his sleeve as well. 

His men alone were 200,000 strong, and they were all vicious people on Death Island. 

And when Lin Mo turned to the Sea Wolf King’s daily movements, there were only four big words. 

Erratic! 

Even when they showed up outside, they used puppet doubles. 

“That’s a bit of a problem!” 

Without the Sea Wolf King’s whereabouts, it was no good for Lin Mo to strike. 

And these 200,000-odd men were also a nuisance. 

Once the Sea Wolf King died, these men would become agitated and the entire Death Island would be 

thrown into a great shock. 

“This b*tch has really given me a big problem!” 

After Lin Mo muttered a sentence to himself, he couldn’t help but rub his brow. 

“Looks like I’ll have to ask Lan Dieyi for clarification.” 

…… 

Lan Dieyi returned to the villa and had just pushed open her room when she saw a sturdy back figure. 

“Lan Dieyi meets Lord Sea Wolf King!” 

“Little Lan, we will soon be husband and wife, there is no need to care about these false rites.” 

The dull voice was like a hammering drum. 

After speaking, the Sea Wolf King stepped forward and was about to extend his hands. 

Lan Dieyi frowned and instantly took a few steps back, her gaze alertly staring at the man opposite her. 

“We agreed, you are not allowed to touch me before we get married.” 

The Sea Wolf King held his hands up awkwardly and smiled sarcastically. 

Although he had this hideous scar on his face, it looked extraordinarily ominous. 



But there was a doting look in those eyes. 

“Yes, I was in a hurry!” 

“Here, this is the heart of the ocean that I have been searching for for a long time, see if you like it.” 

Said the Sea Wolf King as he took out a delicate wooden box. 

Inside was a sapphire the size of a baby’s fist. 

As the box was opened, a fascinating blue light filled the whole room. 

It made people feel like they were in the ocean. 

“Thank you, I like it very much!” 

Although Lan Dieyi said this with her mouth, there were no emotional fluctuations on her face. 

It was as if this valuable sapphire was just a stone on the roadside. 

Lan Dieyi had once had her heart set on the Sea Wolf King as well. 

After all, a man who stood at the top of the pile could be obedient to him and do whatever he wanted. 

Plus the kindness of saving his life. 

It would be a lie to say that she was not moved. 

It was only when Lan Dieyi’s secretly formed an intelligence organisation that she discovered a fact that 

broke her heart. 

The man who had been so gentle and considerate to her was the man behind the ship interception 

operation. 

Since then, Lan Dieyi had never given the Sea Wolf King a good look again. 

Moreover, according to the investigation, the Sea Wolf King must marry himself, and there is an ulterior 

secret behind it. 

Thinking of this, Lan Dieyi could not help but tremble. 

The revenge of killing one’s father was unshakable. 

If she hadn’t met Lin Mo, Lan Dieyi would have already made up her mind. 

On the day of her marriage, she would fight to the death. 

Seeing Lan Dieyi’s icy tone, the Sea Wolf King stopped asking questions. 

It seemed that he was already used to this attitude of hers. 

On the contrary, he was more concerned about the corner of the room. 

Although there was nothing anywhere, he always felt that something was staring at him. 

“I heard you went to see a boy called Maureen today?” 



“I’m not your wife yet!” 

Lan Dieyi’s brow furrowed and her face turned cold. 

“And even if we’re married, who I want to see that’s still my freedom, right!” 

The Sea Wolf King wasn’t moved by anger either, and was smiling one way or another. 

“I’m just curious to ask!” 

“It’s getting late, you should rest first!” 

“Call me anytime you need anything!” 

With those words, his figure swayed and disappeared from the spot. 
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“D*mn it!” 

Lan Dieyi raised her dagger and gripped the wall fiercely. 

She wanted to get to know her father’s killer with her own hands, but the Sea Wolf King was too strong 

and too cunning. 

Even Lan Dieyi had never seen its true form. 

Since she was a child, all she had ever come into contact with had always been the Sea Wolf King’s 

puppet doppelganger. 

“Miss Lan, great anger hurts your body!” 

“Who!” 

The sudden recurrence of movement made Lan Dieyi jump in fright. 

After a distortion of space in the shadowy corner of the room, a human figure slowly walked out. 

“Mr. Molin!” 

Lan Dieyi’s eyes widened in surprise. 

“Did you just stay here the whole time?” 

“What’s the problem?” 

Lin Mo hammered his thighs and sat down on his butt without ceremony. 

He had come here originally because he wanted to ask Lan Dieyi face to face. 

It just didn’t occur to him that he just happened to run into the Sea Wolf King’s puppet doppelganger. 

And through the conversation they had just had, he could already be sure. 



This Lan Dieyi was not lying! 

This Sea Wolf King was indeed cunning and extremely vigilant. 

What a wimp! 

Lin Mo cursed in his heart. 

“I’m exhausted from standing for so long!” 

Lan Dieyi copied the water bottle on the table. 

“Mr. Molin, I have to say that you have a lot of guts.” 

“Are you worried, Sea Wolf King?” 

Lin Mo picked up his cup and took a big gulp. 

“He is very cunning and has already found me out!” 

From the subtle expression on the Sea Wolf King’s face just now, Lin Mo had already determined that 

this person had already detected his presence. 

And Lin Mo had also discovered that this Sea Wolf King was not very strong. 

It was still a long way from being a sect master. 

When Lan Dieyi heard this, her hands could not help but tremble. 

“What?” 

If the plan was exposed, she might have no hope of revenge for the rest of her life. 

Lin Mo waved his hand with disinterest. 

“You don’t need to worry!” 

“Death Island is so big, plus this Sea Wolf King has quite a few enemies!” 

“He doesn’t know who I am?” 

Hearing this, Lan Dieyi then patted her chest as if relieved. 

“That’s okay …… Mr. Molin, what are you looking at?” 

She followed Lin Mo’s gaze and noticed her own rising and falling waves. 

Only he wasn’t shy. 

On the contrary she straightened up with a proud face. 

“Mr Maureen, it’s not convenient here!” 

Oh, little man! 

I thought you were a bender! 



Pfft! 

Which human criminal voice coupled with the flirtatious posture directly caused Lin Mo to spurt out the 

tea in his mouth. 

“Stop it!” 

After saying that, Lin Mo frowned with a few moments of surprise on his face. 

Six Senses Tongtian Technique, open! 

Opening his eyes once again, Lin Mo noticed something different about Lan Dieyi. 

In particular, the crystal skull pendant on her chest was constantly glowing with purple light. 

And it contained a huge amount of spiritual energy that had a tendency to explode. 

“I probably know why this Sea Wolf King is so obsessed with you!” 

Lan Dieyi glanced down at her proud capital and the corners of her mouth twitched. 

“Is it because of this?” 

Lin Mo was greatly speechless. 

He really wanted to pry open this b*tch’s brain and see what was inside. 

It wasn’t Lan Dieyi’s fault. 

After all, it was Lin Mo who kept staring at his chest and saying this, so it was hard not to let people 

misunderstand. 

“Let me check your pulse to confirm!” 

“If I’m not wrong, there might be a problem with your bloodline!” 

Bloodline? 

Lan Dieyi was baffled, but she still cooperated and sat down, extending her snow-white arm. 

After a while, Lin Mo lowered his finger. 

That’s right! 

“Miss Lan, what the Sea Wolf King is scheming for should be your Crystal Skull.” 

“Your wedding date next month will be the day your bloodline awakens.” 

“At that time, by using your heart’s blood, the transformation will activate the Crystal Skull.” 

Previously, Lin Mo had been puzzled. 

This Sea Wolf King could clearly take down Lan Dieyi through strong-arm tactics. 

However, judging from his words and actions, he was submissive and obedient. 



It turned out that the root cause was here. 

According to legend, if you gather all thirteen crystal skulls, you will be able to find the greatest treasure 

of all time. 

To obtain the supreme heritage. 

But to get it all, one must kill the owner of the crystal skulls. 

And pour out his own heart. 
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Lin Mo had always thought that it was just a legend, but he never thought that it would appear in kind 

on this birdless island of death. 

Lin Mo explained the crystal skull to the side. 

Lan Dieyi nodded as if she understood. 

“That is, the numbers say that I am now the meat and potatoes in the eyes of cultivators?” 

Such a holy object, not to mention cultivators. 

Even ordinary people coveted it. 

Even giving a crystal skull to a pig would be a great fierce beast in the future. 

“You could say that!” 

“But you don’t have to worry about it then.” 

Lin Mo formed a seal in his hand. 

A bridge of six-pointed starbursts quietly appeared, before it was concealed above Lan Dieyi’s locket. 

The purple glow around the crystal skull instantly disappeared. 

“I put a concealing spell seal on your pendant so that no one else can discover it.” 

“And you its self have two spell seals ……” 

Wait! 

When he said this, Lin Mo paused in his words. 

There were originally two concealing spell seals inside the Crystal Skull. 

One of them was laid by the Sea Wolf King. 

As for the other one, it had already existed before the Sea Wolf King. 

And the technique was even more sophisticated! 



Could it be that Lan Dieyi’s parents knew what this crystal skull did from the very beginning? 

If that was the case, then things might not be that simple. 

There was a bigger hand behind all of this that was manipulating everything. 

“Mr. Molin, what are you giggling about?” 

Lan Dieyi’s call interrupted Lin Mo’s thoughts. 

“Oh, just thinking about some things.” 

Lin Mo casually found an excuse to put it off. 

Before things were investigated clearly, he did not intend to inform Lan Dieyi of his suspicions. 

“During this period of time, you can just wait for the wedding in peace.” 

The Sea Wolf King wanted the Crystal Skeleton Body to definitely appear. 

When the time came, Lin Mo would be able to uncover the cunning fox that was the Sea Wolf King 

through the spell seal within Lan Dieyi’s body. 

“When the time comes, I will help you solve everything.” 

Lan Dieyi nodded obediently. 

“Thank you Molin, once the Sea Wolf King is dead, I will offer this crystal skull to you when the time 

comes.” 

With his great revenge avenged, he would have no regrets in this life. 

The corners of Lin Mo’s eyes twitched and he couldn’t help but reach out to hold his forehead. 

This woman’s brain circuit was simply too clear. 

“No need.” 

Carrying such a thing around with her. 

Lin Mo felt creepy and awkward just thinking about it. 

Even if that was the supreme treasure, the crystal skull. 

“Killing the Sea Wolf King will also be beneficial to me.” 

“When the time comes, I’ll need you to take over the reins of the Sea Wolf Hall.” 

“The Three Districts cannot be in chaos, do you understand?” 

Looking at the entire Third Region, the only person who could take over the Sea Wolf Hall was only Lan 

Dieyi. 

The 200,000 members of the Seawolf Hall were too large, and no matter what, there could be no chaos. 

Lan Dieyi gritted her teeth and a resolute look flashed across her face as she surfaced. 



“I understand!” 

Taking over the Sea Wolf Hall was undoubtedly a huge challenge. 

But this was the only place where he could show his worth. 

“Without further ado, someone seems to have been waiting for me for a long time.” 

Under Lan Dieyi’s puzzled gaze, Lin Mo slowly got up. 

After walking out of the room, a hideous mask quietly appeared on Lin Mo’s face. 

With a few long strokes, his figure appeared several kilometres away from the woods. 

“Come out.” 

“After waiting for me for so long, you should be anxious!” 

As Lin Mo’s words fell to the ground. 

A human figure slowly walked out between the originally silent woods. 

“You are the Sea Wolf King?” 

Seeing the person who came, Lin Mo opened his mouth and asked. 

“Not bad!” 

The Sea Wolf King arched his hand, a faint killing intent leaking from his ice-cold gaze. 

Lin Mo felt the killing intent and the corners of his mouth hooked, his eyes revealing a hint of 

playfulness. 

“After waiting for me for so long, didn’t you just want to kill me? Why don’t you make a move!” 

“You’re strong!” 

The Sea Wolf King said in a deep voice. 

That mask alone emitted a fierce aura that made his heart palpitate. 

If he were to make a move, relying on this puppet doppelganger alone, he would not be very sure of 

taking down the other party. 

“Who exactly is your Excellency?” 
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Inside Lan Dieyi’s room, the Sea Wolf King had noticed that someone was spying on him. 

Only fearing that it would affect Lan Dieyi, he did not make the first move to uncover it. 

“How dare you ask me who I am after stealing from us?” 



The moment Lin Mo said this, the Sea Wolf King’s face instantly paled. 

His own had been hiding on Death Island for so long, and he had still been found! 

At this moment, this king, who stood in the third district of the city, actually had a look of fear showing 

on his face. 

The two stood opposite each other. 

The Sea Wolf King stared deadly at Lin Mo, and a flash of anger suddenly surfaced in his eyes. 

“You swindled me!” 

He suddenly understood. 

If the other party really was from the organisation, he would have taken away Lan Dieyi long ago. 

How could he still be here talking nonsense to himself. 

“Quite clever!” 

Lin Mo spoke, a little bit of surprise in his heart. 

Don’t look at this Sea Wolf King, who was big and thick, but his reaction was quite quick. 

“b*****d, how dare you tease this king!” 

“Give me death!” 

Before the words left his mouth, a swift and fierce palm wind attacked him head-on. 

Ka-ching! 

Several large trees were instantly snapped by the Sea Wolf King’s palm force. 

Only where was Lin Mo’s shadow in the original place. 

“That’s it?” 

A few feet away, Lin Mo’s disdainful smile. 

Picking up a small stone from the side, he threw it out. 

The stones were actually as ordinary as ordinary, but Lin Mo was a patriarch. 

“Not good!” 

The Sea Wolf King was greatly alarmed in his heart. 

Although he had already overestimated Lin Mo, he didn’t expect to underestimate after all. 

It was too late to react as the small stone flashed past and went straight through his chest. 

It was too strong! 

“Who the hell are you?” 



The Sea Wolf King asked in a puzzled manner. 

When did such an expert appear in District Three. 

Lin Mo walked up to the root with a grin. 

“Guess!” 

Sea Wolf King: “……” 

I guess your grandmother’s legs! 

Lin Mo saw that the other party was unmoved and added. 

“Sea Wolf King, in fact, you don’t need to dwell on it.” 

“I’ll also come to your big wedding banquet next month.” 

“You’ll know by then.” 

Lin Mo looked at the hollow wound and spoke with interest. 

As long as Lan Dieyi was still around, the Sea Wolf King had nowhere to escape to. 

This was a yang plan! 

“I’ll wait for you!” 

The Sea Wolf King replied back, without the slightest struggle, his body instantly crumbling into powder. 

After Lin Mo was curious about this doppelganger, he squatted down and studied it for a while. 

Only that he didn’t find any plus-value information. 

So he left with little interest! 

Meanwhile, within the hidden stone room. 

A sturdy body had its eyes tightly closed. 

As his body shook violently, scarlet blood slowly seeped out from the corners of his mouth. 

“Which side of the power is this person down?” 

The Sea Wolf King wiped away the blood and his expression was extremely cold. 

The destruction of the doppelganger was a minor matter, if the other party knew the secret of Lan Dieyi, 

then there would be a big trouble. 

At that time, not only Death Island, but perhaps the whole world would be in an uproar. 

And his greatest fear was that his own organisation would find out. 

Even he couldn’t help but sweat when he thought of the torture that would make people’s lives worse 

than death. 



“Still, we have to get rid of this masked man as soon as possible, before there are any more 

complications.” 

After muttering to himself, he braced himself for his dark wounds and evolved a doppelganger once 

more. 

“Pa*s on my order to investigate everyone Lan Dieyi has come into contact with in the past month!” 

The Crystal Skull was a matter of his future. 

As long as there was the slightest hint of an accident, the Sea Wolf King would have to snuff it out at the 

first opportunity. 

As long as he followed the vine, the Sea Wolf King was confident that he could uncover this masked 

man. 

At that time, one mouthful of spittle from each of the 200,000 members of the Sea Wolf Hall could 

drown him. 

Once the order was given. 

The three districts were in complete turmoil. 

Tens of thousands of members of the Seawolf Hall were alerted to the situation. 

Molin Mo’s Hotel. 

The manager knocked on the door and brought the documents into the office. 

“General Mo, the handover of the Klindu Hotel has been completed.” 

“This is the material for their hotel.” 

Although the Clindoo Hotel was not as profitable as Maureen Mo’s, it was several times larger. 
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Lin Mo was not much concerned about these. 

Right now, what he was most concerned about was how to deal with accepting the huge Sea Wolf Hall. 

“Manager An Chou, from now on, this Clindu Hotel will be left to you to manage.” 

Although this manager was a bit out of tune, his ability to work was still good. 

He had made a lot of efforts in the development of Mo’s hotel today. 

It was just that An Chou was obviously not prepared for this. 

When he heard Lin Mo’s arrangement, he instantly froze. 

“Mr Mo, did I just hear wrong?” 



Perhaps he had never thought that he could one day plop down to such heights either. 

“You didn’t hear wrong.” 

After Lin Mo signed an appointment document, he pushed it in front of An Chou. 

“Do a good job!” 

“We have more properties waiting for you to manage in the future.” 

“I hope you won’t let me down!” 

Lin Mo felt more or less awkward when he said these words. 

He didn’t expect that one day, he would start drawing big pies for others as well. 

An Chaser’s face was red, and his slightly shaking body could be clearly seen due to his over excitement. 

“Yes, General Mo, I definitely won’t let you down.” 

The moment he ended up with the appointment document, he seemed to see a bright future. 

And Lin Mo did need more manpower to help manage, in the future, the three districts. 

“Go ahead and hand over, as soon as possible, the existing work at hand!” 

“Wooooooooo!” 

Lin Mo had just finished arranging, An chase’s work, and was about to go downstairs. 

Straight in front of him, waitress Gila came running up crying and wailing. 

Her face was covered in tears and her eyes were full of aggression. 

Only her small hands were not covered tightly and Lin Mo saw a few bruises. 

“Gila, what’s wrong?” 

“You take your hand down!” 

Lin Mo said with some displeasure. 

An chased nervously over to Gila’s side. 

He knew that Lin Mo valued human rights, especially that his own people should never be bullied. 

“Miss Gila, if you have any grievances, just tell me!” 

Said An chase and uncovered Gila’s palm. 

Her face was clearly imprinted with a five-finger mark and was already a little puffy. 

“Mr. Mo, manager, I don’t want to go to work …… woooooooooooooooo!” 

Gila fell into tears with incomparable aggression. 

Lin Mo saw this and locked his brows tightly. 



Jila was only seventeen or eighteen years old, still a child in Lin Mo’s eyes, but extremely diligent in her 

work. 

As long as she was in charge of the area, there was definitely not a speck of dust to be seen. 

“Gila, talk to me!” 

“I’ll see who dares to bully our people from Mo’s Hotel.” 

Lin Mo inquired. 

Gila didn’t say anything, but just kept her head deadly low as bean-sized tears continued to fall. 

“Gila, speak up boldly!” 

“You are a member of our hotel, bullying you is a slap to our hotel’s face.” 

Lin Mo said in a deep voice. 

He knew that Gila was definitely not someone who would actively cause trouble. 

An Chaser, who was at the side, also said helpfully. 

“Jila, you don’t have to worry, just think about the Red Scorpion matter, our General Manager Mo has 

easily set things right.” 

It seemed that the words had done the trick. 

Gila sniffled a little and finally spoke up. 

“A client said the boss eats soft food.” 

“Licking the Tang family and hugging the Red Scorpion Lan Dieyi’s thigh, that’s how he got to where he is 

today.” 

“I just explained and the guy ended up slapping me.” 

Said Jirra with tears streaming down her face. 

Lin Mo’s face darkened. 

He knew that there were people who had eyes for his property. 

These he did not take to heart. 

But beating up his own people and bullying Jila? 

Did they really think Mo’s hotel was a soft persimmon that they had just taken at will. 

“Call out the one in charge of your hotel!” 

“D*mn a waiter dares to talk back to me, I’m afraid this hotel of yours doesn’t want to open anymore.” 

There was a lot of noise. 

The lobby was also bustling at this moment! 



Inside the lobby. 

The sound of cursing and shouting drew a large number of customers. 
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A yellow-haired man at the head of the group was arrogant. 

The ones behind him were followed by four or five boys who were slightly older than Gila. 

Lin Mo swept a glance at these youths, looking at their clothing alone Yu Qi, there was some power 

behind them compared to the others. 

The leader, Yellow Hair, glared with an angry face. 

“It’s an honour for your hotel that our young Matthews came to face tasting your half summer wine.” 

“But this bullsh*t waiter, how dare he contradict our young master.” 

“Bad today this matter will not be settled without a compensation of 10 million dollars.” 

Hearing Matthews, the crowd instantly stirred up. 

“The young master of the Third District Knife Sect has actually come over too.” 

“It seems that this Mo’s Hotel has bad feng shui, first offending the Red Scorpion and now Matthews.” 

The Knife Sect of the Three Districts was an overlord-level existence. 

Although the swordsmen under the sect were not as good as a tenth of the Seawolf Temple, they took 

the elite route. 

They were all capable of defeating ten or even a hundred. 

When Gila learnt the identity of her opponent, she instantly realised that she had offended someone 

big. 

She was as scared as a quail and trembled in her place. 

Lin Mo stepped in front of Gila and said in a cold voice. 

“You beat up someone from our hotel, and you still have the face to ask us for compensation.” 

“You really think our Mo’s Hotel is a soft persimmon!” 

The guests watching the scene never expected Lin Mo to be so rigid. 

Huang Mao’s face sank as he spoke coldly. 

“You mean that I, Young Master Matthews, am wrong?” 

“Interesting!” 

“It’s been a long time since I’ve seen someone so unknowing in District 3!” 



Lin Mo stared coldly. 

This had been completely unreasonable, purely trying to trample him underfoot. 

“You maliciously slandered me, my employees however explained to you guys.” 

“You then came out and beat up my employee, this is how your Young Master Matthews acts?” 

As the words fell, the surrounding crowd of foodies also whispered and pointed. 

Yellow Hair’s eyes flickered a little. 

If Young Master Matthews knew that he had tarnished his image, there would be serious consequences! 

“You’re deliberately fabricating with empty words.” 

“Everyone, this person is trying to discredit our Young Master Matthews.” 

The other waiters at the hotel were not brainless and began to accuse Yellow Hair and speak up for Gila. 

The fingerprints on the person’s Gila’s face could not be faked. 

Yellow Hair’s eyes were ruthless, and he wasn’t going to finish these twists and turns, he just started to 

lift the table. 

I’m not playing anymore! 

“Shut up!” 

“When did it become your turn to tell us what to do?” 

With a stern and forceful voice, the scene instantly quietened down. 

Yellow Hair raised his hand and pointed at Lin Mo with an arrogant face. 

“Your hotel had better give us a good apology.” 

“We’ll also take care of this ungrateful little girl.” 

“Also not a single cent of the compensation that should be given should be missing.” 

Giving up on the hypocritical arguments, Yellow Hair directly pressed people with his power. 

Lin Mo comforted Gila and turned around with an icy expression. 

“What if I say no?” 

“Oh, good guts!” 

Huang Mao shot a wink at his follower behind him. 

“This hotel of yours won’t be able to live in peace from now on!” 

“From now on, if there’s one more customer in your hotel, I’ll take your surname.” 

“Brothers clear the room!” 



As soon as the words left their mouths, the thugs immediately moved into action. 

Even though some of the customers had iron heads and still wanted to watch the action for a while. 

But as soon as they saw that the thugs had revealed their weapons, all of them immediately rolled and 

crawled out. 

The originally lively hall was once again cold. 

The whole scene even looked a bit messy due to the commotion of the customers. 

Huang Hao was very satisfied with the situation and raised his eyebrows, his face full of complacency. 

A flash of anger pa*sed through Lin Mo’s eyes. 

If the other party had admitted his mistake, the matter would have been settled. 

It was just that this Yellow Hair had repeatedly gotten ahead of himself. 

“You guys aren’t leaving today either!” 
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When Manager An Chasing saw that Lin Mo was planning to fight hard, his face changed dramatically. 

“General Mo, they are from the Knife Sect, we can’t afford to mess with them!” 

Those Daoists were all unblinking existences that killed people. 

If we offended them, we wouldn’t know when we would die across the street. 

“So we’ll just let others sh*t and P*ss on our heads?” 

Lin Mo asked a rhetorical question that directly rendered the manager speechless. 

“They’re all going to be cleaned up anyway, it’s not as bad as one more of their sword teachings.” 

The manager had yet to react to the meaning of the latter statement. 

Lin Mo had already walked into the lobby. 

“Little yellow hair, do you know that cutting off people’s money is like killing their parents!” 

As Matthews’ lapdog, anyone who met in these three districts had to call out to Young Huang or Brother 

Mao. 

This kid dared to call himself Little Yellow Hair. 

“I’ll break you, scrap him for me!” 

The hitman smiled and turned his gun, aiming it directly at Lin Mo. 

“Pop!” 



Without the slightest bit of defense, a crisp slap sounded. 

The hitman was directly blinded by the slap! 

He was the one holding the gun, and this kid even dared to slap himself. 

“I’m f*cking ……” 

The words didn’t finish, another slap. 

“I’m going to get you killed!” 

“Slap!” 

The batterer: “……” 

Holy sh*t! 

The hitter’s eyes glared and he pulled the trigger straight away. 

In such a move, it scared Gila so much that she screamed straight away. 

“Boss!” 

Chief Mo was out for himself. 

If he died under the enemy’s snatch, he would be guilty of a great sin. 

Yellow Hair, on the other hand, was full of glee at this point. 

If he killed this boss, wouldn’t Mo’s hotel be dedicated to Young Master Matthews. 

It would be a great achievement. 

The trigger was pulled! 

Bang! 

The expected, bloody scene did not appear. 

The hitman stared blankly at the blown pistol in his hand and the blackened palm of his hand. 

The look of fear in his eyes coalesced instantly. 

This …… is still human! 

With the slightest squeeze of two fingers, the pistol deflated straight away! 

Pop! 

Without waiting for the hitman to react, another slap landed on his face. 

This time, Lin Mo did not hold back his hand. 

The tremendous force slapped the batterer out of the way. 

It smashed heavily against the wall, forming a shocking dent. 



The flip that caught him off guard stunned Yellow Hair. 

This was a master! 

Lin Mo didn’t say a word as his gaze swept past. 

Several of the originally arrogant fighters instantly showed their fear. 

After only a glance with Lin Mo, they were scared and withdrew their pistols. 

“What do you …… you want!” 

Yellow Hair stammered as he watched Lin Mo approach. 

“Our Young Master Matthews is still upstairs, if you dare to move me you are slapping our Young Master 

in the face.” 

He knew that he had kicked the iron plate, and at this point, he didn’t have the arrogance he had before. 

Since Lin Mo could easily crush a pistol, he could naturally crush his own neck easily too. 

Lin Mo didn’t bother to talk nonsense to him. 

With a grip, he squeezed Yellow Hair’s neck and lifted him into mid-air. 

The fighters on the side, even though they were holding firearms, could only watch as their boss 

desperately struggled. 

“We …… Knife Cult …… will not spare …… you!” 

Yellow Hair made a final struggle in an attempt to deter Lin Mo with the Knife Cult behind him. 

Unfortunately, Lin Mo simply wouldn’t eat this. 

“Then I will try!” 

He said with a cold gaze and increased the strength in his hands by a few points. 

Since his opponent had already dealt a death blow, there was no need for him to be soft-hearted. 

Seeing that Yellow Hair was about to perish. 

The door to the box on the first floor finally opened. 

“Stop it!” 

Beside the parapet, a cloaked Matthews stood silently. 

Lin Mo tilted his head and examined the teenager in front of him. 

Not a single emotion fluctuated could be seen on this man’s face. 

Even if his man, Huang, was about to perish. 

“Come up for a drink?” 



Matthews lifted the tall gla*s in his hand and extended an invitation. 

Lin Mo nodded, and with a casual flip of his hand, he threw Huang a long way away. 

 


